The two negative pion correlation functions are analyzed by a hybrid approach on the basis of a hypothesis of the partially coherent pion emitters for the topological expansion scheme. The intercept of the ratio of 27 [-pairs distribution (N--) to the background (N BG) is expressed by , and n:
(1) 
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In Eqs. (1) and (2), it is convenient to use the following set which is named the Kopylov variables,
where Q1Z = (PI -pz) and if = (PI + pz)/ Ipl + Pzl. Sometimes the invariant di-pion mass is used, (4 ) In both cases, the intercept is obtained by taking zero limits of these variables, If Goldhaber's analysis and data accumulated up to now are combined, it can be possible to choose a unique and correct description for the identical pion correlation functions, i.e., the pionic interferometry, among the following three theoretical approaches which are given in Table I. i) The TE approach: The totally coherent pion emitters in the TE sheets are assumed.
Z ),3)
A c-number operator can be used.*) ii) The laser optical (LO) approach: The two kinds of emitters, i.e., coherent and incoherent pion emitters are assumed in the pion production mechanism.
)-6)
iii) The hybrid approach (I): In this approach, the single incoherent and n coherent emitters are assumed. This scheme is calculated by making use of the following operator with the Bose and c-number operators, n O(p)= a(P)+ 2:. Ci(P )7Ji .
i=l
Here we have used the Bose commutation relation [ai, a/] = 0 i j and the density matrix formalism (or the mean field approximation). This third approach has been considered in Ref. 3) , to explain the following possibility in a case that the TE approach is excluded, l>(the degree of coherence»(l-l/n). 
Hybrid approach (II)
We will consider the hybrid approach in more detail. Since the hybrid approach (I) mentioned above is somewhat simple to get some physical significant information, the following modification is introduced. The contribution from the incoherent emitter is assumed to be shared by the number of the TE sheets. In ensembles of pions, i.e., we divide {Jrin} (the set of incoherent pions) by the number of sheets. Thus we obtain the following ensembles:
In other words, in this approach, we adopt an idea of the TE approach, but abandon the hypothesis of the totally coherent pion production mechanism in each sheet. Instead of this hypothesis, we adopt the LO hypothesis for each sheet. This modification is easily made in Eq. (lOa) [and (lOb) Table 1. (10a)*)
In the mathematical proof of Eq. (lla), we can use the following operator which consists of the Bose and c-number operators (as the theory of the superposed signals and noise-background),
In Eq. (12) we have introduced the I-function which will be specified later. (It may be mainly connected with a procedure of the construction of sheets and a transi· tionlike effect between the Bose and the Boltzmann distributions.) We Cfln observe that Eq. (lla) contains the three physical limits,
Here we have not explicitly taken account of the I-function in Eq. (12). Equation (13) Eem which reflects the totally incoherent property of pion production. Hereafter we will use the hybrid approach (II). These splits in Eq. (lla) may be connected with the following three observations in experimental data. a) The GGLP effectS) As pointed out in Refs. 9) and 10), the expected totally incoherent property (i.e., full Bose-Einstein effect) through the well-known GGLP effect**)·***) can be mainly observed at lower ener- 
*) N--(p, p)=<OiQ+(P,)Q+(P2)Q(P,)Q(P2)io>ip"p,-p.
A more detail calculation will be published elsewhere. **) The GGLP effect is defined by means of the following quantity:
where EU=nAu/nBU(EL=nAL/nBL) for the pairs of pions with the unlike charge (U: 7[+7[-) and the like charge (L: 7[± 7[±). The nB and nA are the numbers of pairs with ann < 90" and au >90", respectively. ***) We know that Goldhaber has reported that GGLP effect in e+ e-annihilation with a note of "For Internal Distribution Only". Of course we can observe similar energy dependence in (JE(GGLP effect) in e+ e-annihilation.
gies (see Fig. 1 ).
b) The distribution of incoherent pions in K+P collision 1 !)
It has been observed in K+P collision at 11.8 GeV/e that the negative pions with energy in the center-of-mass system below about 0.32 GeV are distributed isotropically, and that these pions are about 1/3 of the total number produced. When we take the ratio between them, we can certainly assign r for it,
c) The normalized 37[-and higher correlation functions Kenney et a1. 12a ) reported that the normalized 37[-correlation function is small in 7[-P collision at 200 GeV /e,
x (phase space integral).
This small quantity is explained by means of Eq. (8b) with n = 2, because 7[-P collision can be described by two sheets. ) and France-USSR and CERN-USSR collaboration 12d ) have emphasized that the 37[-correlation functions do not become zero, when the restricted phase space of three pions and/or the higher multiplicity events (Ne~l) are used. If such latter experimental evidence is true, we must rigorously consider the lower energy effect of produced pions and this split and/or transition-like phenomena in the pionic interferometry. Therefore we introduce the following ansatz: The totally incoherent pions are produced when an incident energy is small and/or an energy of the produced pion is not large. The f-function for the coherent pions in Eq. (12) may be expressed in the following simplest form for Ne>4, /(Eem, ... ) = e(E 7C -Ecude(Ecm/ n -EthreShold ).
(15)
Here Ecut may be related to the observation (E7C~0.32 GeV) in Ref. 11). As we can expect that the picture of the energetic TE sheets holds at high energy, we also introduce e-function for the threshold value of the sheets. Notice that the
N--/N
BG is examined in terms of Eqs. (3) and (4).
Comparisons of Goldhaber's analysis with two kinds of formulae
The N--IN BG and N---IN BG in e+ e-annihilation are given in Table II . We will apply the two formulae to them, since the LO formula (Eqs. (9a) and (9b) ) are equivalent to the Hybrid formulae (II) (Eqs. (lla) and (llb)) when n=l. When the TE formulae (Eqs. (8a) and (8b)) are applied to the data in Table II with figures (see Figs. 2(a) and (c)) , it is obviously difficult to explain the data. It should be recognized that the TE formulae cannot be applied to them.
Second, Eqs. (9a) Although three soft gluons interact with each other, they cannot make The Ecm=4~7GeV region Since E" and Ecm/nln~1 increase, we can expect that the LO approach holds (see Fig. 2 (d». However, since usipg the data with n = 1 sheet we cannot distinguish differences between Eqs. (9a) and (lla), we have to use other data accumulated. Accumulated data with two and three sheets They are given in Table III . It should be noticed that the N--/NBG,s variously depend on (ql~,qP2, M"", <P12 and cos 812 = z· ii) cutoffs. Observe the data analyzed by means of the M "" variable, since Goldhaber's data are analyzed by this variable and the separation between q1~ and qP2 is not quite wel1. 19 ) The larger intercepts are related to the smaller cutoffs, because the larger cutoffs (i. 
It should be noticed that Eq. (17) is not the intercept in fj P collision, because of the finite M"". Nevertheless, Eqs. (16) Fig. 3 and predict values of N--/ N BG with several sheets. As far as N--/ N BG'S at low energies are concerned with, we see that the original KPC formula holds in Table III and Fig. 3 . Conclusions and discussion Since the ansatz regarding the threshold effect in Eq. (15) for the coherent pion production seems to be true, we obtain the following schematic figure shown in Fig. 4 . The most remarkable character in Fig. 4 is that the hybrid formulae (II) reasonably explain the hierarchy among the pionic interferometries in high energy collisions with one, two, three and many sheets with the almost constant number such that y=1.9~2.5. Therefore we can predict the intercepts of N--/N BG and N---/N BG in the r (9.46GeV) region,
For the two-sheet phenomena, for example qljg (2 jets) in e+ e-annihilation, we have the following value, When the hybrid formula is applied to the data in heavy-ion collisions,2l),22) the largest intercept observed is easily and reasonably understood, because the data contain low energy pions (10 MeV~E"cm in Ref. 21) and 200 MeV~E"La ~ 1000 MeV in Ref. 22» and many sheets, (20) If an incident momentum increases, as the number of sheets (n) is large, we can expect the largest value for the N--/ N BG (in heavy-ion collisions).
The parameter y: We can qualitatively discuss a physical origin of the value of y. Here the ansatz given in Eq. (15) We have no direct observation regarding the parameter y. However, by making use of experimental evidence given in Ref. 25) , i.e., { n(pions decayed)<:(0.5~0.6)n(total pions), n(direct);S 0.3 n( total), and the assumption that the almost pions directly produced are incoherent, we have the following value:
This estimation seems to support our analysis given in Fig. 3 .
Furthermore, the self-induced-transparency (SIT) phenomenon in hadronnucleus collision observed in Ref. 26) can reasonably interpreted in terms of the following correspondences: A naked source radius: This means an interaction region without resonances' effect. To examine it, it is sufficient to use a pionic ensemble with a individual pionic energy less than 0.32 GeV.12C)
When these values (y= 1.9~2.5 and Eqs. (18) and (19) ) are confirmed in future analyses, we have to construct a geometrical model which contains the variables in Eqs. (3) and (4) and/ or oq=IIP11-IPzll. In other words, we have to calculate the following expectation value,3) (22) where n f (x )= ~ (jl~)(x )+ f~i)(x ). f(Ecm, ... ) )r;i .*)
i=l
The fin and fe denote the incoherent and coherent pionic currents, respectively. We also have to examine, in future, differences among values of the thresholds 
